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Cubature
Formulas
of Degree Nine
for Symmetric
Planar
Regions
By Robert Piessens and Ann Haegemans*
Abstract.

A method

exactness

9 is given for two-dimensional

of constructing

metric in each variable.

19-point cubature

formulas with degree of

regions and weight functions

which are sym-

For some regions, e.g., the square and the circle, these for-

mulas can be reduced to 18-point formulas.

1. Introduction.

(1)

We consider cubature formulas,

ffw(x- y)f(*. y)dxdy s £ wkf(xk, yk),
R

k=i

which are exact for all polynomials in x and y of degree <d but not for all polynomials

of degree d + 1. Such formulas are said to have degree d.
According to Rabinowitz and Richter [1], we say that formula (1) is a 'good'
formula if it has all of its points (xk, yk) inside the region R and all of its coefficients
wk positive. We assume that R is a symmetric region (i.e., (x, y) G R implies (±x, ± v)
G R) and that w(x, y) is symmetric in x and y and nonnegative. In several recent
publications [1] —[5], cubature formulas are computed which have the minimum number of points for their degree. Minimum-point formulas are closely connected with
the theory of orthogonal polynomials [6]. This theory, however, is not yet sufficiently
developed to give practical results in the case of high degree of exactness (d > 7). For
9 < d < 15, Rabinowitz and Richter [1] have computed perfectly symmetric formulas,
by solving a system of nonlinear equations. For d = 9, the number of points in their

formulas is N = 20.
Until now, no formulas of degree 9 with less than 20 points were known for the
square; for the circle, only one 19-point formula is computed by Albrecht [7]. In
this note, we describe a numerical method for the construction of 18- and 19-point
formulas, if they exist.

It is very likely, but not proved, that for the square and the circular domain with
weight function w(x) = 1 the 18-point formulas constructed in this way are minimumpoint formulas.
2. Method of Construction.

Since the region and the weight function are sym-

metric, it is reasonable to consider only symmetric formulas. Firstly, we construct
19-point formulas. As we shall show further, these formulas must have at least 12
points (xk,yk)

with xk =£ 0 and yk ¥= 0. We consider then the formula,
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JJw(x,y)f(x,y)dxdy

+ w4 [/(x4, 0) + /(-*4,

0)] + Zwk

[/(0, J'fc) + /(0, -yfc)] + w7/(0, 0),

fc= 5

where xk > 0 and vfc > 0.
For the computation of the coefficients wk and the points (xk, yk) of (2), we
have the following set of equations

(3.a)

4£

*** W

fc=l

= m2a>2ß,

0 < « + ß < 4,

3

(3-b)

4 X »rf

+ 2w4x2a = m2a0,

0 < a < 4,

k=l

(3.c)

4 Z wfc7f + 2 ¿ Wfc^" = ™o,20>
fc=l

(3.d)

0 < ß < 4,

fc=S

3

6

4 Z Wfc+ 2 £
fc=l

fc=4

Wk + ^7 = wo,o-

Here a and ß are natural numbers and

maß = JJ w(x,y)xayßdxdy.
R

Firstly, we choose x2, x3 and v3 arbitrarily.

The system of six equations (3.a) can

then be solved explicitly
(W2,4ffl6,2

+ ml,1m2,2

{[0*2,4 - m22m2^x\
+ 2(m42w2>6

~ ^6,2^2,2^2,6

+ m4,2ffl2,6>

+ (m22 - m62m2a)y\

~m4Am2A)x2

+ 2(m4Am22

(4)

- 2m4Am2Am4,2

+ 2(m24m62

- m2>4m4>2)x|y\

- m4(4m4>2).y§

+ m\A - ro6>2/n2>6]4x|.j'|},

A = (m*,2*2 ~ m*,2)l(m2,2A ~ m*,2)>
y\

" (»»2,4*2 - m%A)l(m*ax22

^2 = l(W4,4™2,2 -m2,4m*,2)A

- ffl*>2),

+ W2,4m*,2 ~ K ,4m*,2J Km*,2m2,2

wx = (m*22x\ - m*2fl\4x2xy\(m*2x\

- 2m*2x2 + m*2)],

w2 = (m*2m*A - m%a¿)l[4x\y2x(m*axA2 - 2m*2x2 + m*>2)],
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where m* 8 = ma ß - 4w\xc3ty3t. Formula (4) shows that the coefficient w3 correspond-

ing to the arbitrarily chosen point (x3, y3) is independent of the position of the other
points and also different from zero (except perhaps for exceptional regions or weight
functions). This means that a symmetric formula of degree 9 requires at least three
points in each quadrant of the region.
We consider now the set of four equations (3.b) into which we substitute the free

parameters x2, x3 and y3 and the computed values wx, xx,yx, w2 and y3. The first
two of these equations can be used for the computation of w4 and x4. The remaining
two equations of this set are then considered as a system of two simultaneous equations
in the unknowns x2, x3 and y3. This will generally leave one free parameter, say y3. The
system of nonlinear equations in the unknowns x2 andx3 must be solved numerically.
The parameters y5, y6, ws and w6 are then computed by solving the system
(3.c). The numbers y\ and y\ are the roots of the quadratic equation,
K,42

- W0,6W0,2>2 + («0,2mO,8 ~ ™0,4W0,6> + {< J

~ <A<,&)

= 0,

while

ws=^l2y26-<,,)/[2y¡(yl-y¡)]
and

*>t= {mU-m*ay\)l[2y\{y\-y\y\
where
3

mt,ß = mo,ß - 4 Z wkyßkk=l

Finally, w7 is computed from (3.d).
From this method of solution, we conclude that there are generally more solutions,
since y3 is still a free parameter.

However, it is not impossible that several or even all
solutions are complex-valued. In this last case, a 19-point formula of the form (2)
does not exist. However, there may still exist a formula of the form,

Jjw(x,y)f(x,y)dxdy
R

(5>

= Z

wk[f(xk,yk)+f(-xk,yk)+f(xk

-yk) + f(-xk, -yk)]

k=l

+ w5 [f(x5, 0) + /(-*s> 0)] + w6/(0, 0).
In order to obtain an 18-point formula of degree 9, we consider w7 as a function of y3

and we solve the equation wn(y3) = 0 (if there exists a real-valued solution). We conjecture that the 18-point formulas computed in this way are minimum-point formulas.
For several regions and weight functions, we have carried out numerical experi-

ments. We summarize the most important results in the following section.
3. Some Results, (i) For the square R — C2 = {(x, y): -1 < x, y < 1} and
w(x, y) = 1 infinitely many 'good' 19-point formulas of degree 9 exist. There are also
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at least two 'good' 18-point formulas, the parameters of which we give in Tables 1 and
2 to 20 significant digits. The points of both formulas are common zeros of three
orthogonal polynomials of degree 5. These orthogonal polynomials are PQ + Xj/^,
P0 + X2P4 and Px + pxP3 + p2Ps where, for the first formula,

\x = 0.24819696,

X2 = 0.25574007,

px = 0.00469095,

p2 = -0.96079906,

and for the second formula,

Xt = -0.22003380,

X2 = -0.30398642,

px = -0.33809909,

u2 = -1.33579356,

and where
P0(x, y) = x5 - 10*3/9 + 5x/21,

Px(x, y) = x4y - 6x2y/7 + 3y/35,
P2(x, v) = x3y2 - x3/3 - 3xy2l5 + x/5,
P3(x, y) = P2(y, x),
P4(x, y) = Px(y, x),
P5(x, y) = P0(y, x),

are the basic orthogonal polynomials for C2.

(ii) For the circle R = S2 = {(x, y): x2 + y2 < 1} with w(x, y) = 1, infinitely
many 'good' 19-point formulas of degree 9 exist. We have also computed one 18-point
formula which has, however, four of its points outside S2 (see Table 3). The points of
this formula are the common zeros of the orthogonal polynomials PQ + Aj^» -^o "*"

X2P4 and Px + pxP3 + p2P5 with

\x = 0.56685388,

X2 =

0.16924976,

px = 0.56433371,

p2 = -0.65980030,

and where
P0(x,y) = x5 -x3 + 3x/16,

Px(x, y) = xAy - 3x2y/5 + 3y/8Q,
P2(x, y) = x3y2 - x3llO - 3xy2/l0 + 3x/80,
P3(x, y) = P2(y, x),
p4(*> y) = Pi(y, x),

ps(x, y) = P0(y, x).
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(iii) For the entire plane R = Er2 = {(x, y): -°°<x,

y <°°} with weight func-

tion w(x, y) = exp(-x2 -y2), infinitely many 'good' 19-point formulas exist. However, we have not found any 18-point formula.
(iv) For the entire plane R = Ef2 = {(x, v): -°° < x, y < °°} with weight function
w(x, y) = exp(-(x2 +y2)Vz), we have not found any real solution of the system of

equations (3.a, b, c, d).
A number of the 19-point formulas for C2, S2 and Er2 are tabulated in [8].

Table

1. First 18-point formula for the square

0.87980721399752853896

0.92797961509268528861

0.504459103154

0.7534 7199103161505380

798384 56

0.68416522462309305679
0.27903384 209687301395

0.91531235408227324183
0.57882826011929170546
0

0.42299357094876513066
0
0.97700090158004246059

0.16806533822999587126
0.4092735 9555433144329
0.10648011781560231854

0

0.39364057271848893512

0.45321488105170985638

Table

(-1)

2. Second 18-point formula for the square

0.57077001686857404415

0.94145119299928430974
0.79214654516847247531

0.89774224179848572970
0.494717879651596234
09

0.400017338976336928
0

0.93742666622066710914

0

0.98085697194664

0

0.483114

0.42853317248897088536
0.257884 06360659 644304

60

054422

69619727965642

(-1)

0.19397744037003970872
0.45212398131214
854997
0.1024321527
0991495 821
0.45601422352687001122

Table 3. 18-point formula for the circle

0.86686876801492291622

0.2837667181209480

0.63925306939199114680
0.4864 519147077642 67 96

0.95409639862933054563
0.63982457013387676359

0.51286789206607718656
0
0

0
0.8885 9953503035797854
0.35335517369353007690

0827

0.12937261598422958670

0.77785540900483355115
0.22713305094453060651
0.32090673961381781518
0.16042870730308439624
0.36089243784037735036

(-2)
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